Mark Twain Remembers: A Novel

Veteran novelist (The Hawthorne Group) and biographer (Muhammad Ali and Company)
Hauser has commingled Mark Twains words and ideas of my own in this witty, elegiac novel.
When it opens in 1910, Twain, believing his death is near, remembers a chain of events that
changed his life. In the spring of 1856, 20-year-old Samuel Langhorne Clemens surveys his
spotty work history, and decides to travel. Aiming for California, he makes his way to Saint
Joseph, Mo., where he boards an overland stage. After two days, he stops at a small town,
where he first encounters Hiram Kane, an enterprising freed slave whos promoting an act
where, for a nickel, white men can punch Bones, a nigger whos guaranteed not to hit back.
Kanes cruel character leaves a strong impression on Twain, who is part fascinated and part
revulsed. Low on money, Twain decides to stay awhile in his next stop, a friendly town in
northwestern Kansas. Soon he is aware that Bleeding Kansas is abroil with the question of
slavery. Meeting Kane again, Twain learns the hard way that Bones is a skilled defensive
fighter. Twain wins ownership of Bones in a poker game and wants to free him, but,
discovering Bones has no prospects, he sets up a deal in which Bones fights and the proceeds
are split 50-50. But a passionate liaison with beautiful woman rancher, and the suspenseful
discovery of her betrayal, leaves Twain fearing that he must cancel the bout. Against the odds,
they go ahead with the racially charged and exciting fight. A bittersweet ending perfectly caps
this swift moral adventure. Succinct history lessons contextualize the tale, and the writing is so
smooth its impossible to tell which words are Twains and which Hausers. (Sept.) Copyright
1999 Reed Business Information, Inc.
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Buy Mark Twain Remembers: A Novel by Thomas Hauser (ISBN: ) from Amazon's Book
Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible. Mark Twain Remembers has 23
ratings and 5 reviews. Marvin said: An easy read , and an enjoyable story that imagines an
incident in s Kansas, where Mar. The adventures of Mark Twain in Kansas. In the course of a
poker game he wins ownership of a black slave who is a boxer and stages a fight to make.
Mark Twain Remembers is a fictitious account of a major American literary figure looking
back at an incident which changed his life forever. It is a novel, but. Hauser, Thomas. Mark
Twain Remembers: A Novel. New York: Barricade Books, Pp. Cloth. $ ISBN Better known
as a journalist than novelist, Hauser here creates an ostensible memoir by Mark Twain. The
story opens with the year-old. News: The year ban on publishing Mark Twain's memoirs ends,
but recalls one small incident that stayed in his memory, clear and.
Mark Twain, on the contrary, this book subtly challenges many cherished . Frederick Manfred:
A Daughter Remembers ? By Frey a Manfred. St. Paul. Mark Twain has been pretty busy
since , which is impressive On 3 December, I brought readers of Mysterious Universe the
story. Independence native Marcene Boothe remembers Twain's visits; they were next door.
Mark Twain Remembers by Thomas Hauser at artificestudios.com - ISBN - Barricade Books
Book Description Barricade Books,
To celebrate Mark Twain's birthday on November 30th, Steve Courtney, He also wrote a
mixture of travel tales, novels and embroidered.
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Hmm download a Mark Twain Remembers: A Novel pdf. no worry, I dont take any sense for
grabbing this ebook. All book downloads in artificestudios.com are eligible to everyone who
like. I relies some websites are provide a book also, but at artificestudios.com, visitor must be
take a full series of Mark Twain Remembers: A Novel file. I suggest reader if you love this
pdf you must buy the legal copy of a ebook to support the owner.
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